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KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci
42 PPM Color Laser Printer ●• Scanner ●• Copier ●• Fax

Reliability........................................................................... Excellent
Multitasking......................................................................Very Good
Administrative Utilities......................................................Very Good
Feedback to Workstations.................................................Very Good
Ease of Network Setup.....................................................Very Good
Print Drivers......................................................................Very Good
Scan Functions.................................................................Very Good
Color/Black Print Quality...................................................Very Good
Color/Black Copy Quality...................................................Very Good
Color/Black Print Productivity............................................Very Good
Color/Black Copy Productivity..................................Good/Very Good
Ease of Use.......................................................................Very Good
Feature Set.......................................................................Very Good
Security Features............................................................... Excellent
Environmental Features.................................................... Not Rated
Cost per Page......................................................... Priced by dealer
Value....................................................................................... Good

BLI RECOMMENDATION
Designed for mid-size to large workgroups, the KYOCERA
TASKalfa 406ci gave a very good showing in BLI’s test, completing
a 150,000-impression test with only a single misfeed. In terms of
performance, the A4/legal-size color MFP provided faster speeds
than many A4/legal-size models tested, but it offered competitive
speeds against A3 copiers in the same speed range, too. Designed
to bring the full functionality of KYOCERA’s A3 line to an A4 footprint,
the TASKalfa 406ci features a 7-inch full-color tilting touchscreen
control panel with the look and feel of a tablet, allowing users to
swipe through pages, as well as zoom in and out via pinch and
spread—which not only reduces the learning curve for users, but
also boosts productivity by streamlining menu navigation. HyPAS,
Kyocera’s open platform, allows seamless integration of OEM and
third-party software solutions, which can help to control costs and
simplify administration, heighten security and automate document
capture, routing and management. Another key strength is strong
scanning, with blank page removal and preview functionality, both
of which are uncommon for A4/legal-size models. While SRP for
the unit is higher than most A4 MFPs, the TASKalfa 406ci offers
strong performance, robust finishing and true 1200-x-1200-dpi
printing, which all add value. When compared to A3 copiers in this
speed range, the TASKalfa 406ci is a very strong value for users
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Test duration: Two months, including a
150,000-impression durability test.
Maximum monthly duty cycle: 150,000 impressions.
Manufacturer’s recommended monthly volume: Up to
10,000 impressions.
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that don’t need 11"-x-17" printing. Because supplies pricing is set by dealers, BLI
analysts couldn’t calculate cost of ownership, however KYOCERA’s Tiered Color
System pricing allows users to keep costs down by only paying for actual color
usage. This means that a page with only spot color is billed at a lower rate than a
page with full color over the entire page. BLI highly recommends the TASKalfa 406ci
as an excellent choice for mid-size to large workgroups in need of a A4/legal-size
color MFP with robust features and advanced finishing options without the added
expense of an A3 copier.

STRENGTHS
• Reduce downtime thanks to excellent reliability and simple routine maintenance procedures
• Maintenance kit’s rated yield of 300,000 impressions is significantly higher than those of comparable A4/legal-size
MFPs in this class
• Print and copy high quality materials thanks to vibrant color output, especially when printed in 1200-dpi mode;
sharp text in print mode; clean lines; smooth toner coverage in halftones
• Take advantage of open architecture to enable integration with time- and money-saving solutions
• Increase productivity with the drivers’ Quick Print tab, which enables users to create and save custom profiles stored
as graphical icons to allow printing of complex jobs in one click
• Boost convenience with six shortcuts that can be created on the control panel for easy access to functions, along
with the storage of 50 additional job programs
• Convenient USB access lets users print from and scan to USB drives
• Easily switch between PCL and PostScript drivers with single print driver
• Simplify walk-up activity with a touchscreen that makes programming capture and send jobs easy
• Save money with Tiered Color System, where users are billed less for spot color, rather than paying for a full-color
page
• Mobile print support via Kyocera Mobile Print, Apple AirPrint and Google Cloud Print
• Faster than average speeds for short-run jobs in simplex mode
• Verify accurate scanning prior to sending via preview functionality; blank page removal for scanning helps conserve
resources

WEAKNESSES
• Unlike those of many A4/legal-size MFPs, the 406ci’s maintenance kit must be replaced by service, which could
increase TCO compared to models that don’t require a service contract
• Compared to A3 copiers, slow scan speeds, below average paper capacity and media weight support
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TEST RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS
, — and  represent positive, negative and neutral attributes, respectively.

RELIABILITY



EXCELLENT

 The unit produced 150,000 impressions and 15,000 scans with only one misfeed
recorded.

Meter Count (Impressions)

ADF Count (Scans)

Starting Meter Count

0

0

Ending Meter Count

150,000

15,000

1/Not applicable

0/Not applicable

Total Misfeeds/Misfeed Rate
Total Service Calls

None

MULTITASKING



VERY GOOD

 The unit accepts print jobs to memory capacity, while 10 copy jobs can be programmed
at once.
 While a copy job is scanning, users can’t program another job, as they are locked out of
the control panel.
 The unit has an interrupt function, which is unusual for this class of device. Once the
Interrupt hard key is pressed, users can access all supported typical features—quantity,
duplex, the document feeder—for a copy job. The interrupted job stops immediately
rather than at the end of a set (BLI’s preference), and it auto-resumes after the interrupt
job has been complete for one minute.

Secondary Function

Print

Scan

Copy

Print

Yes

Yes

Yes

Scan

Yes

*

*

Copy

Yes

Yes

Yes

Primary Function

* As soon as the document feeder is free the secondary function can be programmed, but the primary job was already complete.
A “Yes” indicates that the user can initiate the secondary function while the primary function is taking place and that no further user
intervention will be required for the secondary function to take place.
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ADMINISTRATIVE UTILITIES



VERY GOOD

The embedded web utility offers a good amount of detail for users and
administrators, including a gauge detailing toner levels remaining in 1-percent
increments and error messages for misfeeds. The amount of paper in each drawer
is provided in 10-percent increments. Waste toner gauge and the staple cartridge
gauge are indicated as ok or empty. Gauges for the drums are not provided in the
web utility.
 E-mail alerts can be set up for up to three separate addresses—a dealer, key operator
and administrator, for example. In addition, the alerts, which cover conditions such as
add paper, add toner, paper jam, low toner, and cover open, can be different for each
recipient.
 Any user can access the device’s address book and program destinations from the
embedded web utility, and can also delete addresses or box users. However, if user
authentication is enabled & access restrictions are set, this is not the case.
 Access codes can be assigned so that print, copy and scan usage can be restricted and
tracked by user and group.
 Administrators cannot export job history as a CSV file, a capability available on some
competitive machines.
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The embedded web utility also offers status information on currently running as well as
pending jobs, and completed print, copy and scan jobs. Print and copy jobs appear in one
queue and scan jobs appear in a separate queue. Active job lists are available for print,
scan and copy jobs, as is a job history log. Details available on the job list include user
name, date and time of job submission, job type, and job name.
 An electronic meter counter available from the web utility includes information on page
counts for color and black copies and prints, as well as scanned pages, and total pages.
This counter cannot be printed.
 PDF Direct Print supports direct printing of PDF files without the need to open the application. Features supported include duplex, staple, media source, output tray, paper
size, quantity (up to 9,999), resolution, punch and staple. While the utility allows for
sending multiple jobs to the device in one session, each file has to be added one at a
time using the browsing tool. Once the files are added, they can be moved either up or
down in the list or deleted.
 KYOCERA Net Viewer enables device discovery and management of Kyocera and compatible hardware on the network. Administrators can sort devices by name or IP address
and specify which information on monitored devices is shown. KYOCERA Net Viewer
allows administrators to create groups of products based on reporting or error notification requirements. Within a “report group” an administrator can receive reports via
e-mail outlining a variety of device statistics, including printed page volumes and consumables levels, at defined time intervals.
 KYOCERA Net Admin is a free server-based solution that gives network administrators
and help-desk staff control of all network-enabled printers and MFPs. It allows users to
remotely configure and automate the distribution of print drivers, monitor their status,
manage individual or groups of devices, clone settings to like devices and check on the
level of consumables. Optional plug-ins offer print queue management, print job report-
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ing and full-featured print accounting. It installs in minutes, and is particularly easy to
navigate, with well-marked tabs and support for drag-and-drop actions.
— KYOCERA Net Admin does not support capture of copy, scan or send meter data, and
there is no mechanism to limit end-user access to devices.
 While job history and status reports can be generated in HTML, PDF, or CSV formats
and saved to the network via KYOCERA Net Admin, these reports cannot be set to run
at set intervals and automatically e-mailed to a list of recipients.

FEEDBACK TO WORKSTATIONS



VERY GOOD

 Job Status Monitor, an icon of the device that can be placed on the desktop via the
driver, provides toner and device status information, as well as audible alerts.

The Status Monitor provides print job status, amount of paper in the drawers, remaining toner and
device status.
 The web utility provides information on the amount of remaining toner in 1% increments.
The amount of remaining paper is indicated in 10% increments. Staple and punch are
indicated only as OK.
 The print drivers provide a link to the web utility, which offers feedback. But accessing
the link is a multi-step process.
 Email alerts indicating completed print and scan jobs are supported if Status Monitor is
enabled.
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Notifications can be enabled for various errors and warnings.

EASE OF NETWORK SETUP



VERY GOOD

 Physical setup of the TASKalfa 406ci is performed by KYOCERA technicians.
 Network setup is simple, as the drivers and utilities are all bundled on one DVD,
which auto-launches when inserted into the drive. The express installation, which
installs the KX driver, Status Monitor, fonts, TWAIN driver and the uninstaller, is
highly automated and takes just three clicks. The port is automatically created when
the drivers and web utility are installed.
 An SMTP test button is available from the web utility, which allows users to validate
the results of the network server setup.
 Manuals are available for download Kyocera’s public web site.

PRINT DRIVERS



VERY GOOD

 The KX driver encompasses both the PCL and PostScript print drivers, which are installed
together in one session. The drivers are nearly identical in appearance and layout,
making it easier for users who need to switch between them for different types of jobs.
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 Users can switch between PCL and PostScript from within the driver, which is a noteworthy advantage for Kyocera over its competitors, whose machines typically require
users to have to go through printer properties in order to switch between the PCL and
PostScript drivers. At the lower left corner of each tab, the current selected driver is
displayed and can be changed if needed.

The Quick Print tab lets users select commonly used print features from one
tab. Features available from the tab in default settings include orientation,
collate, duplex, pages per sheet, EcoPrint, punch and color. Once users
click okay, the features currently selected in the driver appear as icons on
the main screen. (Note, however, that only five of the eight selections can
be chosen at one time.) As they click on each selection, a text description
for that option appears. The icon changes to reflect the option selected.
User can save custom profiles that are stored as graphical icons allowing
programming of complex jobs in one click.
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Most of the features required for a typical print job are also available
from the Basic tab, including paper type and source, duplex, collate
sets, quantity and EcoPrint.
 Eco Print (Basic tab) allows users to reduce the amount of toner per job. Eco Print can
also be set as the default setting.
 Users can release secure print jobs while the device is printing, copying or scanning.
Multiple secure print jobs with the same PIN can be released simultaneously. Secure
print jobs can only be deleted with a PIN.

SCAN FUNCTIONS



VERY GOOD

 The device supports scanning at various resolutions up to 600 dpi. File formats supported include JPEG, PDF, TIFF and XPS. High-compression, searchable and secure
PDF are also supported, as is PDF/A for archiving.
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 Tested scan speed is competitive in all duplex modes tested compared to A4/legal-size
models.
— Scan speeds are slower than average in simplex mode compared to A4/legal-size
models. and slower than average in all modes compared to A3 copiers.
 Available through authorized dealers, DMS Link is a Kyocera business application that
serves as middleware enabling users to scan a document from a Kyocera MFP to a
document management system, entering index data in the process.
 The scan menu can be customized by adding up to six shortcuts from other menus to
the main menu where they will be more easily accessible. Blank page removal for scanning is also supported.
 The unit’s on-screen QWERTY keyboard features small comfortably spaced keys. There
are dedicated “@” and “.” keys for use in e-mail addresses.

A monochrome or color scan preview is available that shows all scanned
pages and lets users zoom, but not delete or rotate pages. Some A4/legal-size
models lack a scan preview or allow viewing of the first page only.
 Scan destinations include email, hard drive, FTP, USB memory device and folder.
 A test button that allows users to see if a connection can be established with a new
network folder location is available.
 Users can scan to any USB drive in PDF, JPEG, TIFF, PDF/A, and compact and encrypted
PDF file formats, and print from USB in PDF, JPEG, TIFF and XPS file formats. When
a USB device is inserted into the port, which is located on the right side of the control
panel, a pop-up box asks users to verify that a memory device has been inserted into
the drive by selecting yes. In contrast, with some other systems, users must navigate
through several menus to locate the USB scanning and printing capabilities. There is
also a key on the control panel for accessing the USB drive, called Removable Memory.
 When inserted, the USB drive is autodiscovered and a pop-up notifies the users that
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removable storage was recognized. If the user doesn’t respond within about a minute,
the pop-up disappears. Users can also proactively select the Store File key within the
Removable Memory menu.
 When printing from USB, users can print multiple jobs at once, change quantity, apply
duplex settings, choose color or monochrome mode, and select paper size and source.
When scanning to USB, users can name files; background suppression is also supported. Users can also browse into subfolders when printing from and scanning to USB.
 LDAP support enables the user to enter the first few characters of the recipient’s address
at the control panel, upon which the device automatically searches an address book on
the network and displays a list of matching names.
 Destination addresses entered manually at the control panel can be added to the deviceresident address book on the fly by end-users. Destinations accessed via LDAP can be
added to the device-resident address book by the end-user.
 Job Box provides long-term job storage, allowing users to securely print and store jobs
on the device and output them when needed.
 Continuous scan job build allows for the feeding of an original that exceeds the document feeder capacity in batches. In addition, different sections of the job can have different features, such as mixplex (simple and duplex) and image quality settings.

Scan Speed in IPM
SPEED IN PPM
KYOCERA
TASKalfa 406ci

Competitive Average
(A4/Legal-Size MFPs)

Competitive Average
(A3/Copier MFPs)

Full Color 1:1

19.7

31.6

53.7

Full Color 2:2

31.9

28.8

75.0

Auto Color 1:1

19.7

32.6

60.6

Auto Color 2:2

31.8

26.1

93.2

Black 1:1

19.7

35.7

59.6

Black 2:2

31.8

34.1

90.4

Files are scanned at 300 dpi in PDF format.



COLOR/BLACK PRINT QUALITY

VERY GOOD

 Although business graphics could have been brighter, reproduction of light backgrounds
was better than average. Consistency of coverage, sharpness of fine detail and pro-
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duction of pastel shades were average. In color photo image output, flesh tones were
natural-looking and halftones were visible over the entire measured range, with distinct
separation between all levels. Smoothness of output and sharpness of fine details were
competitive
 Printed text was dark and fully formed; sharpness of characters and smoothness of
curves and serifs were competitive. Distinction of closely spaced fine lines and consistency of line thickness were above average in print mode, as was circle formation. No
stair-stepping in diagonal lines was visible, nor was toner overspray or haloing evident
in text or line art. Toner coverage had above-average smoothness in grayscale, and no
banding was detected. Solids exhibited better than average darkness and competitive
consistency of coverage.
 In 1200-dpi mode, there was a visible improvement in output. Text had above-average
sharpness and smoothness of curves, skin tones were very natural and colors were
vibrant with detail that popped right off the page.

Text

Very Good (Excellent in 1200-dpi mode)

Line Art

Excellent

Halftone Pattern

Very Good

Halftone Range

Excellent

Solids

Very Good

Color Business Graphics

Good (Very Good in 1200-dpi mode)

Color Photographic Images

Very Good (Excellent in 1200-dpi mode)

Color Shift

Excellent

Color Shift
Test Point

Delta E

BLI Rating

45,000

1.58

Excellent

75,000

1.49

Excellent

114,375

1.95

Excellent

150,000

2.16

Very Good

Delta E is a measurement assessing the distance between colors. The readings reflect the average shift of the gamut from the previous
measured point.
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The KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci color gamut remained extremely consistent throughout testing.

Color Print Density Readings
Cyan

Magenta

Yellow

KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci

1.45

1.41

0.99

Average for devices in this class tested to date

1.12

1.16

0.85

Density of a printed image with blocks of all solid colors (based on the average of two readings for each color).

Print Density
Density Range

Density Average

KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci

1.39 to 1.41

1.40

Devices in this class tested to date

1.12 to 1.69

1.45

Measurements are based on four readings corresponding to four different solid black locations on the output. The higher the density reading, the darker the image.

Visible Halftone Range
KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci

10 to 100%

The halftone range test original consists of 10 blocks of increasing dot-fill levels (10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%,
70%, 80%, 90% and 100%).
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COLOR/BLACK COPY QUALITY



VERY GOOD

 Copied business graphics were bright, reproduction of light backgrounds was better
than average. Consistency of coverage, sharpness of fine detail and production of pastel
shades were all average. In color photo image output, flesh tones were natural-looking
and halftones were visible over an average range, with distinct separation between most
levels. Smoothness of output and sharpness of fine details were competitive.
 Copied text was dark and fully formed, though the tops and bottoms of characters
had jagged edges. Closely spaced fine lines remained distinct and circle formation was
above average in copy mode, however, line weight consistency was average. No stairstepping in diagonal lines was visible, nor was toner overspray or haloing evident in text
or line art. Toner coverage had above-average smoothness in grayscale, and no banding
was detected. Solids exhibited better than average darkness and competitive consistency of coverage.

Text

Good

Line Art

Very Good

Halftone Pattern

Very Good

Halftone Range

Excellent

Solids

Very Good

Color Business Graphics

Very Good

Color Photographic Images

Good

Color Copy Density Readings
Original Density

Copy Density

Average for devices in this class tested to date

Cyan

1.33

1.21

1.21

Magenta

1.29

1.22

1.17

Yellow

0.99

0.94

0.85

Density of copied image when tested in the default mode using a KATUN test original containing blocks of all solid colors (based on the average of two readings for each color).

Copy Density
Density Range

Average Density

Original

1.91 to 1.93

1.92

KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci

1.40 to 1.42

1.41

Devices in this class tested to date

1.15 to 1.89

1.44

Measurements are based on two readings corresponding to two different solid black locations on the output. The higher the density, the darker the image.
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Visible Halftone Range
KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci

15 to 100%

The halftone range test original consists of eight blocks of increasing dot-fill levels (15%, 29%, 53%, 77%, 83%, 91%, 95% and 100%).

COLOR/BLACK PRINT PRODUCTIVITY



VERY GOOD

 When compared to A4/legal-size models, running speed when printing BLI’s job stream,
a suite of mixed file types that simulates typical traffic in a busy workgroup, in all black
and color modes is faster than average. So, too, are running speeds when printing sets
in auto-color simplex and duplex modes; black duplex speed when printing multiple
sets is slightly faster than average, while simplex black and simplex and duplex full color
speeds are competitive.
O First-print times from ready or from overnight sleep mode are competitive.
O When compared to A3 copier models, performance is competitive.

First-Print Time from Overnight Sleep
KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci

46.00

Competitive Average (A4/Legal-Size MFPs)

43.55

Competitive Average (A3/Copier MFPs)

44.00

Device sits idle overnight; a single-page black Word document is sent to the device; first-print time in seconds indicates the time it took to
warm up, process, image and deliver a single-page test document to the output tray.

First-Print Times by File Type
Time in Seconds

KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci

Competitive Average
(A4/Legal-Size MFPs)

Competitive Average
(A3/Copier MFPs)

Word DOC

Black Text

7.47

9.08

9.39

Excel XLS

Color Text

9.64

10.71

11.63

PowerPoint PPT

Color Graphic/Text

8.21

10.28

11.44

First-print time in seconds indicates the time it took to process, image and deliver a single-page test document to the output tray. The unit was tested using the PCL driver.
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First-Print Times by File Type

Word DOC

PowerPoint PPT

Acrobat PDF

0 Seconds

5

10

15

Tested Model
Competitive Average (A4/Legal-Size MFPs)
Competitive Average (A3/Copier MFPs)

BLI’s Tested Print Speeds versus Manufacturer’s Rated Speeds

Average Speed (excluding first page)
Average Speed (including first page)
Rated Speed
0 Seconds

10

20

30

40

50

Color
Monochrome

Print speed is tested using BLI’s Monochrome Test Original with 6% page coverage and BLI’s XLS test document, which consists of color text
and graphics. The test page is printed in a quantity equal to double the vendor’s rated print speed for the device in each mode tested (e.g.,
if the vendor’s rated print speed is 20 ppm, 40 pages are printed). The unit’s print speeds were tested using the PCL driver.
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Average Print Productivity | Competitive Average
SPEED IN PPM

PERCENT OF RATED SPEED

KYOCERA
TASKalfa 406ci

Competitive
Average
(A4/Legal-Size
MFPs)

Competitive
Average
(A3/Copier
MFPs)

KYOCERA
TASKalfa 406ci

Competitive
Average
(A4/Legal-Size
MFPs)

Competitive
Average
(A3/Copier
MFPs)

Full Color 1:1

34.3

32.3

N/A

81.7

80.2

N/A

Full Color 1:2

29.3

27.3

N/A

69.9

67.8

N/A

Auto Color 1:1

31.5

23.9

32.9

74.9

60.8

79.3

Auto Color 1:2

28.5

21.8

29.6

68

55.8

71.0

Black 1:1

35.5

33.7

34.1

84.5

83.1

81.8

Black 1:2

30.1

27.8

31.1

71.6

68.4

74.9

Productivity is tested using a 10-page full-color document and a 10-page black document. BLI obtains the overall efficiency for each mode by averaging the efficiency
ratings (derived by dividing the tested speed of the device by the rated speed and then multiplying by 100) for each run length (1, 5 and 10 sets). The unit’s efficiency
was tested using the PCL driver.

Job Stream | Competitive Average
PCL

SPEED IN PPM

PERCENT OF RATED SPEED

KYOCERA TASKalfa Competitive Average Competitive Average KYOCERA TASKalfa Competitive Average Competitive Average
406ci
(A4/Legal-Size MFPs) (A3/Copier MFPs)
406ci
(A4/Legal-Size MFPs) (A3/Copier MFPs)
Full
Color
Auto
Color
Black

32.1

28.0

N/A

76.4

69.1

N/A

30.2

21.3

29.5

71.8

53.9

70.8

36.0

31.4

32.5

85.7

77.3

77.9

BLI’s job stream includes Word documents, Outlook email messages, Excel spreadsheets, PowerPoint, HTML and Acrobat PDF files, totaling 19 pages. This test simulates
the type of traffic a typical device might experience in a real-world, multi-user environment. All of the files are sent to the device as a group, at which time the stopwatch
begins; timing ends when the last page of the last file exits the device. Job stream efficiency is determined by the percentage of the rated speed at which the device
operates when producing real-world jobs. The closer the rate is to 100%, or if it exceeds 100%, the more efficient the device.



COLOR/BLACK COPY PRODUCTIVITY

VERY GOOD

 First-copy times from the platen and document feeder in full-color and black modes are
among the fastest. Running speeds when copying sets in all modes are competitive to
faster than average compared with A4/legal-size color laser/LED printer MFPs in this
class tested to date.
O First-copy times in auto-color mode are competitive.
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First-Copy Time in Seconds | Competitive Average
KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci

Competitive Average
(A4/Legal-Size MFPs)

Competitive Average
(A3/Copier MFPs)

Full Color - Platen

6.98

9.94

N/A

Full Color - Document Feeder

7.96

10.84

N/A

Auto Color - Platen

11.06

10.74

9.25

Auto Color - Document Feeder

11.13

10.71

10.31

Black - Platen

5.81

8.53

6.68

6.2

9.6

8.20

Black - Document Feeder

Average Copy Productivity | Competitive Average
SPEED IN PPM

PERCENT OF RATED SPEED

KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci

Competitive Average

KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci

Competitive Average

Full Color 1:1

33.4

30.4

79.6

74.9

Full Color 1:2

27.9

26.0

66.4

64.0

Full Color 2:2

28.9

25.6

68.8

62.7

Auto Color 1:1

30.0

27.7

71.4

66.9

Auto Color 1:2

27.1

23.8

64.6

57.9

Auto Color 2:2

28.2

24.2

67.2

59.1

Black 1:1

34.9

33.2

83.3

Black 1:2

28.9

27.3

68.7

Black 2:2

31.1

26.6

74.1

81.7
67.2
65.2

Productivity is tested using a 10-page full-color document and a 10-page black document. BLI obtains the overall efficiency for each mode by averaging the efficiency
ratings (derived by dividing the tested speed of the device by the rated speed and then multiplying by 100) for each run length (1, 5 and 10 sets).

First-Set Copy Productivity | Competitive Average
SPEED IN PPM

PERCENT OF RATED SPEED

KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci

Competitive Average

KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci

Competitive Average

Full Color 1:1

29.3

22.5

69.7

55.1

Full Color 1:2

16.1

18.0

38.4

44.4

Full Color 2:2

18.0

18.2

42.8

44.5

Auto Color 1:1

23.0

21.3

54.7

51.6

Auto Color 1:2

14.5

16.4

34.6

39.8

Auto Color 2:2

17.4

18.1

41.3

44.1

Black 1:1

31.9

25.9

76.1

63.5

Black 1:2

17.2

18.9

40.8

46.4

Black 2:2

18.8

19.3

44.8

47.1

Productivity is tested using a 10-page mixed-color-and-black document and a 10-page black document. Efficiency (percent of rated speed) for each mode is derived by
dividing the tested speed of the device by the rated speed and then multiplying by 100.
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EASE OF USE

VERY GOOD

While some competitive models have UIs that are completely touch-based,
the TASKalfa 406ci has a combination touchscreen/hard key display
features a well designed color LCD display control panel that is logically
organized, with well-labeled icons and hardkeys. Contrast adjustment can
be made from the control panel touch screen. Pressing the Accessibility
key enlarges the display.

 The control panel features a stepless tilt mechanism, which lets the panel be angled in
multiple positions, allowing users to view it in various lighting conditions, and also providing easy access for individuals with disabilities.
 The control panel is customizable via the System Menu hard key, with users able to
change the default screen to any of the available functions.
 Hard keys for Status/Job Cancel, Copy, Send and Fax allow users to easily switch
between the different functions of the device.
 Flashing LED indicators notify users of device status. Green indicates printing, copying,
or scanning, and red indicates a misfeed.
 The TASKalfa 406ci features a very well designed color LCD display control panel that
is logically organized, with well-labeled buttons. Although there is no contrast dial, contrast adjustment can be made from the control panel touch screen. Pressing the Accessibility key enlarges the display.
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 Users can change the default control panel screen to any of the available functions. Hard
keys for Status/Job Cancel, Copy, Send and Fax allow users to easily switch between
the different functions of the device.
 Six shortcuts can be added to the main screen of each core function (Copy, Send,
Document Box), for 18 total, and the procedure for doing so is extremely intuitive: after
selecting a feature from one of the sub-menus, the prompt “Add Shortcut” is displayed.
If users select OK, they then select one of the six shortcut slots available and type a
name for the function. The same six user-programmable features will be displayed for all
users; some devices enable the control panel display to be different according to user
log-in.
 The settings for up to 50 frequently used copy or scan jobs can be saved as one-touch
job programs.
 By default, most of the selections for a typical copy job can be accessed from the
Quick Setup tab. There are buttons for paper selection, zoom, density, duplex, combine
and staple/punch, with the currently selected mode listed directly above the button (for
example, if auto paper selection is on, “Auto” will appear above the Paper selection).
Unlike many other devices that take users to another screen when a copy function is
selected, with this model, the additional selections available when one of the above features is selected are displayed on the same Quick Setup screen, above the other main
selections, which remain in view and accessible. For example, after selecting duplex,
selections for specific modes (1:1, 1:2, 2:2 and 2:1)—well labeled with both text and
easy to understand icons—appear on the screen. After a selection is made, the screen
automatically closes, eliminating the need to select OK. This design reduces the need
for users to navigate through many menus and reduces the number of button presses
required to program jobs, without cluttering up the display.
 A panel on the left side of the screen displays the selections for the job currently being
programmed, including paper size, color, finishing and reduction/enlargement.
 When a misfeed occurs, text and graphics provide users with step-by-step instructions
on how to clear it. When accessing misfeeds, drums are not exposed.
 The paper drawers can be removed and slid back into place easily, which allows for full
access to misfeed areas.
 The help function features an index of features that when clicked on explains provides
explanations of the selected feature, but it is not dynamic in terms of bringing up specific
information related to the current selection users are programming.
 Information on the amount of toner available is provided on the main screen.
 When users select the Status/Job Cancel selection and then the Paper/Supplies tab,
detailed information on toner and paper supplies is available. Toner status is provided in
precise 1-percent increments, while paper supply is provided in 10-percent increments.
Details on staples are also provided.
 Flashing LED indicators notify users of device status. Green indicates printing, copying,
or scanning, and red indicates a misfeed.
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 The job queue accessible via the Status/Job Cancel key is highly detailed and includes
a job history. Copy, print, scan and fax jobs can be viewed together or separately.
 Users can move copy and print jobs up in the queue. They are prompted at the control
panel when deleting a job but can only delete one job at a time.
 Via the counter key, any user can print a page that includes a great deal of information
not only on clicks for copy, print and fax, but also breakdowns for paper size and color
and black. However, the page is printed in color and there is not a black and color breakdown for scans.

Adjusting paper drawers and loading media is simple overall. The
drawers feature easy-to-see paper limit indicators along with
sliding length and width guides. Automatic sensors that detect
paper size are supported as well.

The process for replacing toner is clean and simple. Text and
graphics instructions are provided on screen. The waste tank is also
user-replaceable.
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— However, the maintenance kit must be replaced by service. Most A4/legal-size MFPs
use all user replaceable parts.

FEATURE SET



VERY GOOD

 HyPAS, Kyocera’s platform for advanced software solutions, can help control costs
and simplify IT administration, heighten security and ease the burdens associated with
document capture, routing and management. Some of Kyocera’s internally-developed
applications include PinPoint Scan, DocuWare Connector, SharePoint Connector,
AccuSender powered by Biscom, Teaching Assistant, CentraQ Pro, and two powerful
custom workflow applications that are part of the company’s Workflow Optimization
Suite: DMS Link and DMConnect.
 Kyocera’s Workflow Optimization Suite also includes AutoStore 7 which integrates with
many of the industry’s leading enterprise content management systems, including Documentum, Laserfiche, Epic, SAP, and many more. Kyocera’s HyPAS platform also integrates with many third party-developed applications from key solutions providers such
as Papercut, Drivve, Pcounter, Nuance, Ringdale, OpenText and more.
 Kyocera Mobile Print is a free download that allows users to print files, web pages and
images from their mobile devices to select Kyocera MFPs and printers and N-Up copying. The unit also supports Apple AirPrint and Google Cloud Print.
 Noteworthy copy features include ID Card Copy, mirror image, skip blank pages,poster
copy, page numbering, text stamp, Bates stamping, quiet mode and N-Up copying.
 Standard automatic duplexing is offered by every device in the competitive group.
 Non-upgradeable RAM of 2 GB is slightly above average for A4/legal-size color laser/
LED printer MFPs in this class. Compared to copiers, memory capacity is slightly below
average. The unit comes with the 320-GB hard drive, which is competitive for this class.
 Compared to A4/legal-size models, standard paper capacity is competitive, while the
maximum capacity is slightly above average. Compared to copiers, however, capacities
are below average.
 Media-weight accommodation of up to 120-lb. index from the drawers is above average, but some other vendors support heavier weights through the bypass.
 The optional RADF and DSPF have a competitive capacity of 75 sheets.
 Unlike most A4/legal-size units, the unit offers a broad range of finishing options, including a 3,200-sheet finisher with hole punch, a 1,000-sheet finisher with optional hole
punch, a 300-sheet internal finisher, or a 5-bin mailbox (100 sheets per bin).
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SECURITY FEATURES
AUTHENTICATION
Network user authentication at control panel
Windows
Novell NetWare NDPS
LDAP
Kerberos
802.1x wireless
SMTP
POP before SMTP
Biometric
ID Card
HID
Common Access
Other
Registered department or user ID codes
Number
ACCESS CONTROL
Restrict color
Control panel lock/disablement
Restrict access to address book
Restrict USB port
Restrict direct printing
Restrict other
HARD DRIVE
Encryption
Maximum level
Overwrite
Method
Maximum number after a job
Maximum number at end of lease
Lock
Removable
Password-protected mailboxes
Data auto-deletion in mailboxes
JOB TRACKING
Job logs
Digital signature
Verify document came from device
Verify document came from specific user
JOB PROTECTION
Encrypted secure print
Secure print
Encrypted scanning
Maximum level
For scan to USB
Unauthorized scan/copy protection block (watermark)
Compatible with same-brand devices
Compatible with third-party devices
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EXCELLENT

Standard
Yes
NA
No
Yes
Yes, optional
Yes
Yes
No
Optional
Yes
Yes
Equitrac, SCM, RFIDEAS, ELATEC
Standard
1,000
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Any function using User ID
Optional
AES 256 bit
Optional
1X or 3X
3
3
No
No
Standard
Standard
Standard
No
NA
NA
Standard
Standard
Standard
AES 128 bit
Yes
Optional
Yes
No
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NETWORK SECURITY/PROTOCOLS
Protocol disablement
Port disablement
IP address filtering
MAC address filtering
HTTPS
Self-signed certificate
Certificate signing request
IPsec
IPv6
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
S/MIME encryption
SNMPv3 support
Transport Layer Security (TLS)
Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
CERTIFICATIONS
Common Criteria
EAL level
Capabilities certified
FIPS 140-2
Level
IEEE 2600
OTHER
Administrator password length
Password-protected web server
Additional features
Third-party features

Standard
Standard
Standard
No
Standard
Yes
Yes
Standard
Standard
Standard
INA
Standard
Standard
INA
Pending
EAL3
Based on IEEE2600.1
Yes, optional
Level 2
Pending
Up to 64 alphanumeric characters
Yes
NA
NA

NA: Not applicable



ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES
Specified capable of running 30% post-consumer recycled paper
Specified capable of running 50% post-consumer recycled paper
Specified capable of running 100% post-consumer recycled paper
Instant/Quick Fusing
Duplexing
Toner-save mode
Energy-save mode/modes
RoHS compliant
Percentage of this product that is made with recycled materials/parts
Are recycled materials taken from previous devices that have been
returned by your customers
Are recycled materials taken from post-consumer materials
Are recycled materials taken from pre-consumer materials
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NOT RATED

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
1.1%
Yes
Information not available
Information not available
Yes
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Are recycled materials taken from bio-based materials
Product designed for recycling (easily disassembled, no binding agents)
Hardware remanufacturing program for this product
Toner cartridge recycling program for this product
Pre-paid label for return of toner cartridges/bottles for this unit
Toner recycling system
Ability to program features such as duplexing and auto shut-off over
entire fleet
What tool can be used to do this?
Green packaging materials for the product
Green packaging materials for its consumables
Packaging materials used
Eco-Label Certifications
ENERGY STAR
Other
Tested energy consumption levels of the device (watts):
Ready/Idle
Energy-save
Sleep mode
During Printing
How fast can this product be programmed to go into the following modes:
Ready/Idle
Energy-save
Sleep mode
Can the above settings be programmed by a walkup user
First-print time after being in sleep mode (seconds)
Emissions output from this device for the following substances (mg/h):
Ozone
Styrene
Benzene
TVOC
Dust
Other

Information not available
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
System menu, KX printer driver
Yes
Yes
Cardboard
Cardboard
Yes
ECMA-370/The Eco Declaration, Pending
EPEAT
110
61
1.6
763
Information not available
3 minutes
45 minutes
Yes
21
Limit of detection
0.63
Limit of detection
8.70
0.79
NA

INA: The vendor declined to provide this information
NA: Not applicable
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VALUE



GOOD

 The unit offers tiered color billing to allow users that use minimal color to pay a lower
cost per copy. According to the company, Kyocera’s Tiered Color System provides the
ability to define up to three color usage levels (low, medium and high), based on a typical documents, and allows customers to pay only for the amount of color being used.
For example, monochrome documents with just a company logo in color, such as letterheads and invoices, will be billed at a fraction of the full-color page cost.
O While priced higher than many comparable A4/legal-size models, note that the unit
uses SRP, while many competitive models use street pricing which is typically lower.
Compared to A3 copier models, the TASKalfa 406ci is priced significantly lower, while
offering comparable performance, making it an affordable choice for users that need
advanced finishing, but don’t require support for 11"-x-17" output.
O Supplies pricing is set by dealers, so BLI could not calculate cost of ownership.
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SUPPORTING TEST DATA
Test Environment: This product was tested in BLI’s 10,000-square-foot U.S. test lab, in an environment monitored by
an Extech RH S20 Digital RH/Temperature Recorder and Honeywell Model 61 Seven-Day Temperature/Relative Humidity
Chart Recorder. All products lab tested by BLI are powered by dedicated circuits that are protected by ESP (Electronic
Systems Protection, Inc.) surge protectors to prevent transient power and communication disturbances from impacting
equipment under test.
Test Equipment: BLI’s dedicated test network, consisting of Windows 2008 R2 and Microsoft Exchange 2010 servers,
Windows 7 Professional workstations, 100BaseT / 1000BaseTX network switches and CAT5 cabling.
Test Duration: Products are tested for two months, a portion of which consists of a durability test during which the
product is run at its manufacturer-rated maximum monthly volume, with varying daily test volumes designed to replicate
real-world use over an eight-hour workday. This variable schedule includes a mix of various-size documents, simplex and
duplex modes, and a mix of short, moderate and long run lengths, and on/off cycles, throughout the day.
Tested Configuration: KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci, configured with optional DP-5110 DSPF one PF-5120 500-sheet drawer
and PF-5130 2 x 500 sheet paper-feed unit, plus and 3,200-sheet finisher.
Test Procedures: The test methods and procedures employed by BLI in its lab testing include BLI’s proprietary procedures
and industry-standard test procedures, which include a BLI-developed variation of ASTM’s 1318-90 Test Method for
Determination of Productivity using Electrostatic Copy Machines. In addition to a number of proprietary test documents,
BLI uses an industry-standard KATUN test original for evaluating black image quality and test suites from Quality Logic to
evaluate applications compatibility. In addition to a visual observation under a Graphiclite D5000 Standard Viewer, color
print quality is tested using a color test target, which is read using the X-Rite Eye-One/iO Color Spectrophotometer, and
samples are analyzed using the CIE XY Chromaticity Diagram. In addition, density of black and color output is measured
using an X-Rite 500 Series Densitometer. Georgia-Pacific Spectrum Multi-Use 20-lb. bond is used in the tests, 10 percent
of which is recycled paper containing 30 percent post-consumer content. Image quality is tested using Georgia-Pacific
Printing Paper (96 brightness, 22-lb. bond). Units are tested for compatibility on Windows 7 with Microsoft Office Suite
2010, as well as Adobe Acrobat Reader 10.0.
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Awarded to

KYOCERA Document Solutions America, Inc.
for the performance of the

KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci
in BLI’s in-house durability test

February 2016
Gerry Stoia, CEO

Date

This is to certify that when subjected to a 150,000-impression and 15,000-scan
Buyers Lab durability test, the KYOCERA TASKalfa 406ci proved to be
a highly reliable product.
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